
Cold display Metos Luxor Double KP12Q

Product information
 

SKU 4310708
Product name Cold display Metos Luxor Double KP12Q
Dimensions 1200 × 660 × 1880 mm
Weight 320,000 kg
Capacity 811 litres
Technical information 230 V, 0,98 kW, 1NPE, 50 Hz
Type of the refrigerant R452A
Cooling capacity [W] 1120
 

Description

Metos Luxor Double KP12Q is an elegant, innovative and adaptable
vertical slim display that creates an attractive and exclusive
environment for the products sold. In addition to the walls and shelves
that are made of hardened glass, the barely noticeable shelf support
system allows for an unobstructed view of the products inside the
display.

The Metos Luxor Double KP12Q vertical display is equipped with six
(1070x410 mm) glass shelves, LED-lights and flap glass doors, creating a
clear and light frame for products. The display's cold area can be set
to between +2°C…+10°C. The display has a cooling system with a fan,
which distributes the air evenly across the whole area.

The lower part of the display is made of stainless steel with an
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anti-fingerprint serigraphy surface. The lower part of the frame
masterfully hides the wheels, enabling the easy movability of the
display. The three, easily openable, pneumatic flap doors open to 140°.
The display has an automatic melting and water evaporating system.
six glass shelves (1070x410 mm), weight limit 20 kg/per shelf
cold area +2°…+10°C
three easily openable, pneumatic flap doors
LED-lights going lengthwise on the top part of the door
black, electronic control board with a digital screen made of glass
HACCP alarm system
automatic melting and water evaporating system
stainless steel lower frame, grey silk printed display, hardened glass
walls and shelves, stainless steel/PVC shelf support system
the display works in an environment where the max. temperature is
+30°C and the relative humidity is 55%

Delivery includes:
six glass shelves with support system
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